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Summary
:
Market segmentation is simple in concept but difficult in application.
This paper offers a new, managerial view of the segmentation process and
offers some modifications to standard segmentation practice that are
necessary for decision-making.
•Mr .;•;;''•
Since the pioneering work of Wendell Smith,
A
the concept of market
segmentation has irow:,. in its Importance and relevance to marketers. In
fact a special section in the August 1.73 issue of the Journal cf ..arketi.i;;
x >:- ci-ch was ievoted to segmentation issues and research. The concept
simply postulates that ^acaus^ consumers are . ifferent, different market-
ing programs nay be required to yield desired organizational cals. The
contribution of market segmentation theory should not oe tal.cn lightly.
Despite the usefulness of arket segmentation to decision-making and
research, some problems continue to exist an., others have been spawned
bj researchers' over enthusiastic attempts co merge the original concept
with recent areas cf Larketing concert such as consumer behavior and multi-
variate data analysis. This rarer represents an attempt to resolve some
of the problems lssociaccd with the application of a simple concept to a
complex oarket place as well as to highlight i - :tant strategic implica-
l ions
.
In this paper a offer z conceptual . reservation of the disaggre-
^ative-a re Ltive process of segmentation . the steps required to
operationalizo the prcced ire. This new way o£ conceptualizing ; . - l
e aentation should prove useful to both the researcher with a lar ;e
lata bank as well as che anager Tit.: a.u intuitive ceel for the arket
that can e qua: tifi< .:si
._ subjective estimates.
ritation Strategy; onceptual Representat -
In Smith's ori .< I ork, jrcat effort cas adi Lineate between
c./o alternative strati ... . . irket product uifferentiatior

hie former uus described as a merchandising strategy and the latter
as a promotional strategy. Although most scholars nave recognized a con-
vergence of these two concepts (perhaps "prouucts are differentiated from
your other products or yoar competitors ! products because different market
s^ncta exist"). Smith's concep tual definition that market segmentation
is the "disaggregation of demand" serves as an ideal by which all rpplica-
cions can u t judged. By "demand" Smith refers to the lemand Junction cc -
siaered jy economists; this is the response of demand to marketing var-
iables ouch as price, advertising, etc.
bne of t..c major problems associated with the practice of market seg-
mentation _s the Measurement of denand response. Although there have been
exceptions, most scholars have usee surrogat< ensures of leiuand re-
sponse.
Since an exhaustive discussion of pr easures of response is not
the purpose of this paper, suffice it to say that rany of the traditioi
bases of segmentation, such as level of product consumption (e.g., heavy
naif T ) should be seriously questio :.. It can ce shown, for example,
chat demand response for a bran, is function cf the total proiuct con-
sumption res ise and well as the market share response. Tor a frequently
5purchased, low-pricec supermarket item hcCann .. rted far greater
responses to prici . d advertisin by light and tediu . asers when con-
pared with neavy uscrc. In a proprietary unpublisue ] study, we ..»vc found
similar casaa in examination cf intention to switch in tne automobile actor
oil i.tarket.
Siven the irdtei c weal essi . iti the icavy ualf approach
variety of alternative jases exist; these ; ay inclu c current bra
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perceptions, ' benefits sought, or intend e.1 response to new product
options. ->e\7 methodologies such as conjoint analysis offer addition-
al promise in deriving demand functions. IJhile these new bases and methods
of segmentation may offer more face validity than heavy half measures,
true validation studies are notably absent. The testing of these surrogate
measures is one of the nest needed areas of market segmentation research.
If we presume to be able to cevelop proxy measures of demand response,
an important consideration that follows is the method by which individuals
will be grouped into segments and the determination of the resultant seg-
mentation strategy. Although Smith essentially views segmentation as a
al3a;~prepative process, Claycamp and Llassy' offer convincing evidence
that segmentation should be viexjeo as an aggregative process because of
measurement problems, pricing policy constraints, media constraints, etc.
Our view is that segmentation should essentially be considered a disag-
gregvtive process followed by an aggregative process v. responsive to
the cost-benefit issccs inherent in chc level of disaggregation or aggre-
gation. In spirit, this is similar to the work of L'artin and Uright
who propose 1 profit-based alternative to the simple AID clustering process.
Recent advances in normative segmentation theory by iiahajan and Jain -
12
and Tollefscn an<i Lessig are also compatible with our method.
i\n overview of our alternative plan of segmentatioi is shown in
Figure I. As can be seen the hey element is a segment-market nix ; atrix.
We snail first discuss the nature of tiie matrix and then consider related
issues of data - 3 repation, parameter estimation, optinizatio;. pro-
cedures, and marketing mix reduction methods.

The Sepment-darLeting d.ix Profit latrix
In order to formulate a conceptual alternative to previous methods
of deriving a segmentation strategy's it is firsc necessary to specify the
objective of the strategy, lor most private sector firms it is reason-
able to consider profit as the primary objective although our basic
measure can and will later be adapted to public sector market scgmer.ta-
tion. Therefore the net benefit associated with a marketing mix j is
Z. where:
J
ns
Z . — Z TT
, .
— FC
.
3 i=1
lj j
where
and
7i
.
.
= gross profit obtained from offering marketing mix
J j to segment i
FC
,
= fixed cost lo the firm associated with offcri
J marketing mix j
n,
.
--- U . C
. D . . P .
.
wnere
ns = number of segments
d. = number of consumers in segment i
C. = contribution (i.e., price - variable cost) to
the firm of each unit purchase by each consumer in
segment i of marketing mix j
D.
.
= primary demand (average demand of product class)
by segment i when marketing mix j is offered
P.
.
= probability of purcmsc of product defined by marketing
J mix j by segment i consumers
Cur objective is therefore one of selecting a subset of all feasible
marketing mixes such that the cum of the Z. will be Riaximura. ' Althou I
tne estimation of the it., values has been facilitated by the decomposition

the components of tt are measured with error, iiy making the assumption
that the component errors are uncorrelatee, tt . . may simply be interpreted
as "expected gross profit." iJhere errors are large, a sensitivity analysis
of it., is warranted.
Our first step in segmentation analysis is to disaggregate the
market into groups chat have very similar responses of tt . to marketing
variables. This suggests that primary demand response and probability of
purchase response will be similar for all consumers within a segment.
Although this may produce large numbers of 3e.-3r.ents, a subsequent "aggre-
gation" process will alleviate this problem.
Segmentation strategy involves the selection of a subset of marketing
mixes from all available marketing nixes. Ue need to cake the assunption
iiowever that only one marketing mix can be used on each segment; this is
reasonable if segments have been disaggregated to the point of high
nomogeneity (low overlap on determinant variables) . Table 1 shows a
hypothetical example of 3 alternative marketing mixes and 4 segments.
Lntries in the matrix are gross profit, tt.., figures that are expected
to result if marketing mix j is offered to segment i; also shown is the
fixec. cost vector associated with each marketing mix. numbers were
selected to facilitate optimization by inspection.
As can be seen, segment II reflects the most sensitivity to the
alternative marketing raises and consequently marketing mix 4 is -justi-
fied (profit = 1 ljjQQ - 3000 = 1200C) . Segment IV, on the other hand, is
almost totally unresponsive in profit to tiie uirl.cu: .. It can be
seen that the only other marketing mix addition -necessary for optimization
is mix C inspite of the fact that it is less than optimal for segments I

and III. Although Segment 1 is more profitably captured with nix 1, the
increased ^ross profit ($1000 compared to riiix C) does not offset the in-
creased fixed cost of $3000. Thus the changes in contribution margin,
primary demand, and/or probability of purchase from mix 1 compared to
mix C are not large enough to warrant an additional marketing nix.
iJe can consider this an aggregation of segments I s III, and IV since the
same marketing nix (dumber 6) will be used for these segments. Although
standard criteria for segmentation such as heterogeneity, accessibility,
substantiality are related to the matrix, these factors are far more
difficult to quantify and relate to the overall profit function.
This conceptual method offers a new and unique perspective to ;:.arket
segmentation. Consider the following implications:
1. a marketing mix ray be selected ever, though it is not optimal
for any segment. (In the example only segment II receives an
optimal mix.)
2. segments are "aggregated" because they respond most to the
same marketing mix of those: selected. They may, in fact, have
different response patterns, (dctc that segments I, II, and
IV are drastically different but marl eting mix 6 is justified
for all three segments. This is totally compatible with tha
work of Tollefson and Lessig who ar^ue that segments should
not be aggregated on the basis of response elasticities.)
3. factors such as selective accessibility are automatically con-
sidered and quantified. lor example, if the market for one
product variation is exposed to a wide variety of media, this
in turn will be reflected in lar^e numbers of homogeneous
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segments. Thus the marketer will weigh the profit potential
against the large fixed cost associated with a mass marketing
strategy or the accumulation of multiple fixed costs associated
with many marketing mixes differing in media schedules.
4. there is uo longer aiiy need (or relevance) to specify target
markets versus non- tar gets. Traditional non-target groups
essentially reflect a low profit potential and thus receive
little weight in the determination of the appropriate market-
ing nixes.
Segment Formation: A Disaggregative Process
Segment formation can easily be accomplished using cluster analysis
or a similar procedure. It should be apparent from our previous dis-
cussion that the number of segments formed need not cause concern; some
segments will subsequently be aggregated by procedures that deal with
the segment-marketing mix profit matrix.
It is important, however, that segments be formed on the basis of
determinant variables . By determinant variables we mean those measures
tnat lead to some way (analytically or subjectively) of deriving the
response of the segment (in terms cf u and F) to the various r.arketing
mixes. Thus variables that include attitudinal measures, conjoint
analysis measures, media exposure, shopping habits, consumption, etc.
will be more determinant than demographic measures.
The disaggregation process should proceed as far as the lata will
allot., itcause large number of segments can result if the Jata sat is
large (in order to achieve high intra-segraent homogeneity), the number

of respondents in the data bank will heavily influence the level of
disaggregation that we can utilize.
Parameter Estimation
It nay be argued that the success chat will result from applying
this nethod is heavily dependent upon the inputs that lead to the it..
values iu the matrix. Stochastic behavior within a segment results for
two primary reasons: (1) the heterogeneity of consumers within the seg-
ment, and (.'„) the stochastic nature of the consuner himself . In the first
regard the high level of disaggregation should prove helpful as consumers
within a segment will be very similar. The second problem is highly
controversial; some argue the inherent nature of man is stochastic while
others argue that man may be deterministic but appears stochastic because
of our inability in measurement. In any event 9 improved measurement will
undoubtedly help in deriving the exnected u . . and ? . . . Nevertheless,
the prediction of the response of consumers (either the aggregate group
or subgroups) is a problem faced and resolved by all marketers; it is
not reasonable to attribute our ability or inability to do so to a method
of market segmentation.
Ihe remainder of the terms that determine tt
. .
should be relatively
ij
easy to estimate, tl. can be ^erived from the relative size of the
1
clusters and C. is determined by the price (defined by the marketing mix)
and variable cost. Appendix A details a sample calculation of a hypo-
thetical value shown in Table 1.
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Optimi^ation Procedures
The matrix formulation shown in Table 1 was designed to facilitate
optimization by inspection. Clearly the matrix itself adds greatly to
our ability to do so.
For many cases
s
particularly those where we have a ;-reat ;;eal of
data (thereby yielding lar^e numbers of segments) and lar^e numbers of
alternative marketing mixes, a solution by inspection i.iay not be
feasible. In this case the application of 0,1 integer programming will
provide the necessary solution.*' Using integer programming one can
easily include constraints that will satisfy Ilahajan and Jain's objec-
tions to current approaches to segmentations
- (they) uo not allow the imposition of managerial
and institutional constraints in the development
of market segments;
- (they) provide static segment composition, thus
precluding th< i: . ination of most probable seg-
ment compositions which may cc more efficient
in satisfying cor itraints? a- i
- (chey) allocate resources to segments given
± L±i£lA.y r3ther than develop segments in con-
junction with resource constraints.
.. 0,1 programming version of this problem is shorn in Appendix 3.
r
".ec"ucins the Combinations of iiarhetinf ;i'-:es
One of the problems with the above method is the sheer number of
available marketing mixes. Consider for exanrle a fir-, who determines
., alternative product variations, •' potential methods of distribution,
I pricing alternatives., ) alternative media schedules, and 7 liffer
aevertisinc messages; the number of . arketing nines exceeds 6000 when
we consider all possible combination;.;. This would undoubtedly tax any
integer prcrram not to mention the excessive number of parameter esti-
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nates required. Fortunately, we r« uce the nuuiber of mixes that
we consider by using traditional methods of market segmentation research.
Several caveats are in order. The rationale behind these will be dis-
cussed.
Tue r.ioat obvious way to reduce die number of feasible marketing
mixes is to eliminate those that management considers unacceptable. A
firm may, for example, choose not to consider any teix that incorporates
a .articular form of distribution channel. Hie rationale nay include
the incompatibility with the company image or perhaps a high start up
cost. In addition to economic considerations, ethical constraints nay
reduce the number of feasible mi>:es to a matiageable number.
Another method is to see if some components of the mix seen to fit
well with other components. iror example, if we find for one product
alternative that there is clearly one best media schedules, then it say
not he necessary to consider other media schedules with this product
and other variations. Thus we car. eliminate iron consideration the other
7 uedia combinations with G pricing alternatives, 7 advertising messages,
and ' Liethods of listribution f;ivcn this product variation; this results
in a reduction of 117C tixes from the potential matrix. Although this
reduction process may not yield an overall optimum, the re luced number
of estimates required for the matrix will in part compensate for the
nor loss.
Therefore an important co u -t segmentation research is
to see what components of the marketi . i o za\ ether with other com-
ponents. In the literature, however, we see nanj itl aipts to relate
basis for segmentation to demographic ei-mracterincics of the
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As Frank, liassy and Wind ° explain, these demographic descriptors nay
serve as a link between measures of response to the marketing mix. In the
previous example, if we find demographics to be significantly related to
response to a product variation as well as to media, it may be possible
to establish a relationship between response to a product variation and
media reader snip.
In the absence of any specific way to establish this relationship,
we have tested the viability of this approach using a test heavily biased
19in iavor of cnis method. Using a mail panel from market Facts who
responded to a questionnaire about automobile motor oil, the data were
split into two groups; an analysis ^roup and a holdout group. On the
basis of finding significant relationships between demographic variables
and a segment base as well as media readership in the analysis group,
our attempts to derive the relationship between media usage and the seg-
ment base produced equivocal results. Discriminant analysis in conjunc-
tion with a Bayesian classification analysis was used, and thus our ef-
forts were considerably more sophisticated than a simple matching of
demographic profiles.
The conclusion that we reach is that whenever possible data concern-
ing response to the marketing mix (e.g., product response, media usage,
shopping habits, etc.) snould be collected simultaneously. A heavy re-
liance on demographic or other measures to establish a linkage nay produce
unsatisfactory results.
The second problem that may occur when the interrelationships be-
tween marketing mix variables are explored relates to the method of
analysis. With the widespread diffusion of multivariate techniques into
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our discipline one would, for example,, be highly tempted to use regres-
sion analysis to establish a relationship between independent variables
of frequency cf distribution cutlet used and dependent variables sue?,
as price sensitivity or ruedia exposure.
The probier associated with iaost multivariate Methods is that they
are in sene way based oi ; a measure of correlation which removes the mean
level and variance of the variables. An illustrative example has been
chosen to show the impact of decisions based on a correlation measure,
able 2 indicates simple correlations for the [Market Facts sample
(previously described) between a proxy measure of response to a new
automotive oil product (undisclosed for proprietary reasons) and readership
of J media vehicles. As car: ue seer, the highest positive correlation was
between response and readershix of Toad and Track; both Letter dories and
Cardens and kea-cr's Ji.-est were negatively correlated with response.
this basis one might decide to advertise in jioad and Track . However, the
positive correlation means only that those respondents who have a higher
than average response tend to exhibit a ax ^cr than average readership of
.'.cau and Track . Therefore if the average readership of Toad and Track is
low, the low probability of exposure would suggest that '.'.oa; and Track
is a poor choice.
Table j shows simple cross classifications between our proxy .-.ensure
of response and readership, tilth Tetter dories and Gardens , one can ex-
pect double the number of cea s in the high response "-roup. r '
s
J if eat will produce approximately four times the number of readers in
the high response ^roup when compared with koad arid Track . Thesa findings
resait from the muc i iders levels cf iietucr doncs am' CnrAcnr,
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and i:ea^r ' s Digest , .-although we have ignored cost considerations, the
impact of cost on suitability of correlational measures is discussed
elsewhere.
Correlational methods my also be unsuitable elsewhere. For example,
if we find that response to a low price is related to an AIO (factor or
ra\i7 score) score measuring "concern for the environment," this does not
necessarily imply that our low-priced product should have environmental
appeals. It nay ue that concern for the environment has such a low sean
score that only a very small fraction of the population have a real concern
for the environment. Correlation has removed this information from our
analysis. The suggestion of all dais is that cross products or simple
cross-classification may be the "tost effective in designing integrated
marketing mixes for consideration by our segmentation strategy algorithm.
Revision of Segmentation
Strategy for the i.ot-For-Profit dec tor
Although segmentation of the market by a "not-for-profit" firm can
follox? the conceptual representation of the segment-mix profit matrix
previously discussed, one adjustment is important. Ihc critical differ-
ence between the profit and "not-for-profit" sector in terms of market
segmentation is the objective, function. i*or the private sector, the
profit objective (Z) is directly proportional to overall d< or the
sum of individuals' demands multiplied by the contribution margin C.
In the not-for-profit sector, the objective is a ..;ore complicated
and relates to "social welfare" or whatever the organisational "oals en-
compass. Thus a group assembled to deal with malnutrition might state:
"Our goals are to reduce malnutrition among those individuals for whom
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malnutrition lias particularly serious consequences." The above state-
ment indicates that the organization is particularly concerned with in-
dividuals who both have a protein deficiency and for whom this deficiency
has serious consequences. For example, even short-term protein deficiency
has been shown to Lave irreversible consequences for young children as
well as pregnant and lactating mothers. Therefore the value of the
conversion of an individual tc a higher protein diet should be dependent
upon the individual's protein deficiency (defined as recommended level
minus current consumption) as well as a weighting factor reflecting the
gravity of this deficiency. Therefore, efforts should be targeted toward
segments both high in value and responsiveness. In terns of our previous
conceptual framework, this can be easily accomplished by using V..
(substituted for C) to represent the average value of a unit of
J
consumption of the product associated with marketing mix j by consumers
in sesnaent i;
Z
.
= [ Z J . V . . D . . P . . ] - FC .
J ,_, i ij 1.7 ij J
ns
;
z
i=l
Thus variables pertinent to both value and response should be used to
cluster consumers into segments.
This approach is truly dynamic sir.ee response will yield greater
consumption and therefore less value; the objective is, of course, to
lower the levels of V so that i arlceting beyond some maintenance level
becomes unnecessary. This example also affords an interesting additional
perspective into tiie use of • c iphic varieties since the consequences
of malnutrition .ire defined accordingly . Value-response segmentation
will apply equally weil to other social marketing programs such as birth
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control. Once again tlie organi::atici:al objectives play a major role in
the determination of the value base ("do you want to reduce the number
of births or reduce the number of unwanted births?").
Conclusions
An alternative and managerial!}- appealinc view of segmentation is
one of disaggregation in purchase response variables followed by aggrega-
tion based or. marketing mixes to be used in segmentation strategy. In
addition to being most relevant tc profit, this procedure avoids such
considerations as targets versus non-targets, substantiality, homogeneity,
and accessibility, which defy simple quantification for the manager's
objective function. With one simple mod ification this Method should
prove equally applicable co the "not-for-profit" marketer as it is to
the private sector.
In order to limit the number of marketing r'.ixes to be considered
marketers will find it useful to turn to the traditional segmentation
approach of measuring the relationship between proxy variables of market
response. To uo tnis effectively, however, requires that one measure t
variables simultaneously and not exclude :.:ean levels from the analysis.
Traditional measures based on correlation will not prove to be satis-
factory.
There exist several limitations with this approach to market segmen-
tation, bstimation of the segment-marketing mix profit matrix car. be
demanding, and yet, specification of parameters .ccessary for estimation
will oe required with any i arketing decision. By specifying discrete
levels of the marketing mix and reducing the of mixes to be con-
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sidered, we must accept the risk of not reaching an overall optimum.
In practice, this should result in a very small deviation from maximum
profit, and the method does seer, more appealing than optimization using
microeconomics analytical techniques which impose several restrictions
on demand functions and cost structures.
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Table 1
Hypothetical Segment-Marketing Mix Profit Matrix
Alternative
Marketing
Mixes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Agj'j rebate
Murks
t
7000* 2000 0000 7000
2000 3000 1000 7000
2000 4000 0000 7000
2000 15000 0000 5000
2000 2000 0000 7000
6000 3000 5000
9000
7000
A000 1000 7000
2000 4 COO 0000 7000
Fixed Cost (FC>
3000
6000
3000
3000
2000
3000
6000
i4000
.
msabers in matrix represent gross profits before fixea v.:;.;; (tt;
For an example of how this nujiber tni^ht be estimated refer to
1«>wJ4. A. .
. *
Table 2
Simple Correlations Between Respor.se to a
L4ew Product and Iledia Readership
Frequency of Media Readership
(Times per }7ear)
Load and Track liecter Uoaes & Careens Reader's Digest
Response to .09 -.27 -.12
a u'ew Product
n - 258

Response
Response
Table 3
Gross Classifications Between Response to
a Sew Product and Media Readership (n=253)
Readership of Road and Track
None cr
Infrequent i-requent
LOW 154 15
Kirn 13
Readership of better Hones and Garden:
Frequent
LOW
Hi-h
..one or
Infrequent
74 93
60 31
Raspor.se
Low
High
Readership of Reader's Digest
None or
Ii frequent
45
31
Frequent
122
CO

APPE1©IX A: SAMPLE DERIVATION OF A tt ENTRY
We note in Table 1 that we expect $9000 gross profit (tt) by offering
marketing mix 7 to sequent III. A sample calculation is shown for this
hypothetical problem.
I. Sack ground ; Assume this produce class involves a convenience type
of item where the choice of the distribution outlet determines the
brands from which the consumer will choose. Also the product is
assumed to be one in which 2 advertising exposures are required to
encourage trial. After trial, advertising will have little effect.
II. hypothetical "^rVcting llix 7:
A. Product profile
—
1
.
Rescalable container
2. lemon-flavored
3. 20c selling price (50$ from manufacture to distributor,
20c unit cost)
4. low calorie formulation
B. Distribution—limited to XYZ Drug Stores, Inc.
C. Iledia—12 insertions in Medium ABC
III. Hypothetical Descrirtion of Segment III:
A. Segment Size— ':0000 consumers
B. Average Demand of Product Class—5 units
C. Percent of Product Class Purchases Lade at XYZ—40%
D. Average lumber of Exposures to medium A?C (12 possible)—
3
T. Index From Probit-cor.joirt Analysis of Product Attributes
(IIA, above) = -.13 (see endnote ?: for a reference describing
how this technique can be used to estimate probability of

purchase). This translates into a .45 probability of purchase
based on product attribute.
IV. Calculation of tr s
"or it calculation,
W = 40000
D = 5 (assumed to be unresponsive to marketing mix)
C - .50 - .20 = .30
F = (Probability of Buying Product Based on Attributes)
x (Probability of deceiving 2 or more Exposures)
X (Probability of a Purchase at XYZ)
=
.45 x .84 x .40 = .15
7T_ = (40000) (5) (.3) (.15) = $9000
Derived fror: binomial probability distribution.

APPENDIX E
A 0,1 integer progranirainr, formulation of the problem can be described
as follows:
ran ns nir:
'-lax { E E ir x.. - E FC. w«} nm = number of
j=l i=i iJ ^ j=l ^ "" possible marketing r.ixes
subject to:
nia
E x. . < 1 for all i
j=l 1J
"
x. . - w. < C for all i,i
x.. = or 1 for all i,i
ij
w. - or 1 for all j
3
If for any i, x. . - 1, then marketing mix j should be offered. A
^3
0,1 analysis of Table 1 would reveal >_TT , = 1, x T ( = 1, x TTT , = 1,
x TT . r - 1. All other x values would be 0.IV, 6
Details of this procedure can be found in the reference cited in
endnote 15. txtentions of the formulation are shown and limitations of
the procedure are discussed.
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